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! Golf & Yacht revolutionizes the world golf coaching by combining private 
! lessons and marine environments.

! Thanks to ecological and biodegradable golf balls and specific equipment, 
! you can practise golf anytime on the most wonderful places.

! Golf & Yacht is the best ecofriendly offer for flexible and tailored golf 
! experiences:

      OCEAN IS YOUR GREEN

      BLUE IS THE NEW GREEN

      BE GREEN ON THE GREEN

Have you ever imagined playing golf on your yacht? Now the 
dream comes true. Treat yourself and your friends with a 
private golf teacher and let yourself be charmed by the 
magnificent lanscape. 

Escape from the pressures of modern life, enjoy the quiet 
time and have fun on marine environments like beaches, 
creeks, seafront houses and hotels. learn to love the sand 
and Experiment the benefits of playing golf in front of the 
sea.

Challenge yourself in the most unique eco-friendly golf 
courses. Play with biodegradable tees and ecological balls. No 
matter your level, we will find for you the best courses and 
work with you on all aspects of the game. 
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A professional approach

In a luxury environment

Floating 
targets

Adapted to 
your goal, 
trajectory and 
weather 

Ergonomic golf 
mats

Specifically 
designed for use 
on the deck of a 
yacht (markless 
and anti-fatigue)

Private golf 
teacher

Individual tailor-
made lessons to 
work on areas of 
interest 

Biodegradable 
balls

Within 48 hours 
it dissolves into 
fish food

Golf swing 
analyzer 
software

To analyze in 
details and 
improve your 
swing
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Biodegradable golf balls

Eco-friendly concept

We use ecological and biodegradable golf balls containing fish food in their 
core. The balls are patented and 100% safe for maritime flora and fauna. Once 
the balls are in the water, they release fish food in less than 48 hours. It opens 
wide opportunity of practising golf on all marine environments: yachts, creeks, 
beaches, seafront houses and hotels,... 
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Ergonomic golf mats

Specifically designed 

Our golf mats are ergonomic and anti-fatigue. Specifically designed for use on 
the deck of a yacht (markless). Portable system very easy to setup, use and move. 
Provide a hitting surface of 1m x 1,5m and 2,7cm thick. Everything is calculated 
to help you to get the perfect swing.
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Top level teacher   

Professional golfer

Francis Jacquemin is a dedicated and committed coach educated in sport psychology. 
He will work with you on all aspects of the game including mental, physical, technical 
and personal, using the most advanced teaching technology. Each lesson is 
individually designed and takes place in the most world exclusive locations. Improve 
your short game, putting, chipping, pitching and full swing.
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